I
n July 1997, I shared a one-bedroom apartment in Manhattan's East Village, a few blocks from CBGB's, the birthplace of punk rock in the mid1970s. On a breezeless, humid Friday night, my buddy Jeff and I entered Coney Island High, a dive bar that hosted music seven nights a week. We found seats just beneath the air conditioner and ordered two rounds of lager. Under orange and red lights, at the other end of the basement, a swing band counted off its opening number, and from the crowd of twenty-and thirtysomethings, a handful of dancers sliced their way through the voyeurs and onto a makeshift dance floor.
I caught myself watching two dancers in particular: the midthirties male carried a solid build and kept a clean-shorn head and a manicured goatee. That night, his clothes included a pair of spectator shoes-that is, two-tone, ogy of this project, and fourth, detail an encounter with the dancers and use interview and biographical data to map the determinacy of class, habitus, and trajectory in the formation of this field. To conclude, I explore how Bourdieu's focus on taste and social stratification leads him to undertheorize the complexity of working-class leisure and suggest that the concept of play might be the missing link in his analysis. I also highlight the ways in which Bourdieu's work on culture might be extended for future studies of racialization and American leisure.
Theorizing Practice and Distinction
This study intersects the key themes in sociology of consumption, cultural studies, and Bourdieuian studies of American culture. Contemporary scholarship on culture and consumption (Binkley 2004; Cook 2004; Meiksins and Whalley 2002; Ritzer 2004; Zukin and Smith 2004) has its roots the work of Veblen (1899 Veblen ( /1994 and Riesman (1950) on American shores and reflects in many ways the cultural turn initiated by scholars at the Birmingham Center for Contemporary Cultural Studies in the early 1970s. Hall and Jefferson (1976) and Hebdige (1979) , to begin, mapped how subcultural youth leisure was shaped within the double articulation of dominant culture and parent culture. In response, certain values arose in shared activities and particular social spaces that differentiated working-class youth to varying degrees from the wider culture (Fox 1987) -and yet this resistance often merely reinscribes dominance in a subversive style (Cohen 1972 (Cohen /2002 . In an erudite survey of subcultural theory, Haenfler (2004, 408) finds that contemporary scholars of subcultures suggest that participants typically embody an "antistructural subcultural sensibility" (Muggleton 2000, 151) rather than a Marxian mode of resistance to the relations of capitalist production. Thornton (1995) offers a critical extension of these ideas with a Bourdieuian twist, demonstrating how the classificatory schemes of taste are enacted in youth club cultures. Thornton coins "subcultural capital" to conceptualize the determinacy of media in the formation of taste and exclusion among sixteen-to twenty-four-year-old "club kids," who frequented raves and dance clubs in England. Thornton (1995, 207) rightly notes that youthful leisure secures its pleasures by way of its exemption from "adult commitments to the accumulation of economic capital" and that cultural capital can be effective in the construction of symbolic boundaries. In my study, the subjects were older than Thornton's subjects and not quite as free to obfuscate the constraints of economic capital. Thomas (2003) offers a sharp evaluation of the subcultural representations of raves and club cultures, noting how, in many of these studies, the dancing itself is only minimally regarded. In her focus on "dancing as a form of cultural knowledge," Thomas (2003, 215 ) extends a concern of dance scholarship that was elaborated early on by Royce (1977, 213) , for example, who cites in part the failure of sociologists and anthropologists to bring the proper "tools and techniques for recording information." Williams (1991) offers different models for investigating the tacit knowledge of dance forms and examines dance itself as an objective feature of social action. Gottschild (2003, 23 ) offers a personal meditation on the "black dancing body" and focuses on the "subtext of cool" appropriated by white dancers and choreographers from black dance forms. This study, likewise, reflects my facility with the tools and techniques of sociology and offers a Bourdieuian analysis of the field's determinants and its inner logic. DiMaggio and Mohr (1985) , Lamont (1999) , and Lareau (2003) , in their respective studies of the boundaries of cultural mobility, moral distinctions, and concerted cultivation, offer stalwart cases for the critical extension of Bourdieu's framework on American shores. In her work on the qualitative difference between class-based modes of speaking, Lareau (2003) indicates that Bourdieu's (1984) class distinctions have close homologies in U.S. society. Likewise, the aforementioned studies confirm Bourdieu's contention that the spheres of politics and culture cannot be reduced to mere epiphenomena, and in Distinction, Bourdieu (1984, xiii-xiv) aspires to give a scientific answer to the old questions of Kant's critique of judgment, by seeking in the structure of social classes the basis of the systems of classification which structure perception of the social world and designate the objects of aesthetic enjoyment.
For Bourdieu, the beautiful is neither universal nor transcendent but historical and political. In laying bare the logic of symbolic forms, Bourdieu finds that the reproduction of power and status is contingent upon the relative corporeality of leisure:
Bourdieu notes that natural enjoyment is the province of the working class and that distinguished pleasure is the province of the dominant classes, as well as off limits to the former. I want to focus on this antinomy and to analyze Bourdieu's conceptualization of habitus as a generative force that produces variations of enjoyment and pleasure along class lines. In the swing field, the earnest practice of these agents more closely approximates enjoyment, in distinction from members of the larger taste culture, whose ironic distance coincides more closely with Bourdieu's characterization of bourgeois pleasure.
Central to Bourdieu's framework is the elusive concept of habitus. Bourdieu (1990, 53) himself has deployed habitus for a variety of ends, and here, habitus represents the durable, transposable dispositions . . . as principles which generate and organize practices and representations that can be objectively adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a conscious aim at ends . . . they can be collectively orchestrated without being the product of the organizing action of a conductor.
Habitus is the engine that drives the practical activities of everyday life and begins with the family's nearly indelible mark of culture: it is the inculcation of the class-based, familial ethos as habitual, not to be donned or doffed like an article of clothing. In his commitment to sociology, Bourdieu does not propose tenets of "social physics" but anticipates limited variations in the correspondences between class, status, and leisure pursuits. Habitus takes shape in practice, in a dialectic of embodiment and practical expression, and provides agents with the capacity to transpose dispositions across fields of work and leisure with limited flexibility. The shop mechanic, for example, will choose to spend his leisure time in pick-up games of basketball rather than in box seats at the symphony. Likewise, for the agents in this study, habitus has as much to do with honor as economics, and I focus on how it shapes their relation to normative structures in high school and after. I am also interested in how they embody Bourdieu's (1984, 32) notion of the popular aesthetic and will look for correspondences between agents' forms of employment and forms of leisure. Trajectory, in turn, is more singular than habitus and refers to the set of successive movements of an agent in a structured space and the agent's reproduction (most likely) or negation (rarely) of the embodied habitus (Bourdieu 1984, 111) .
The utility of habitus has come under serious question. King (2000, 422) finds it necessary to work through Bourdieu's own obfuscation of the concept but suggests that the articulation of agency can be found within Bourdieu's work on practical theory. In an erudite consideration of the practice of theory, Farnell (2000, 403 ) finds Bourdieu's use of habitus to be problematic, for "it postulates an entity . . . between neurophysiology and the person." In her rejection of Bourdieu's dispositional determinism, Farnell emerges on the other side and, to paraphrase Marx, seems to imagine that humans are free to make their own history, under conditions of their own choosing:
"To locate the agentic act inside the individual . . ." simultaneously dissolves the objectivist notion of society as social structures since the "powerful particulars" that create social entities (like institutions) are dynamically embodied persons using signifying acts of all kinds in dialogic interactions. (Farnell 2000, 405) 3 Their proximate publication dates might have limited Farnell's access to Myles's (1999) article on Bourdieu, where he explored how the habitus produces the "'social capacity' to speak" and how the context mediates this capacity by shaping "the 'expressive interest'" of the agent (Myles 1999, 884) . Friedland and Mohr (2004, 10) explore how Bourdieu's focus on the gap "between the symbolic and social order" produces the underdetermined "'fuzzy logic' of the habitus" and its dynamic durability in spaces of practice radically different from its spaces of embodiment. Likewise, Adkins and Emmison (1992, 339) suggest that Bourdieuian analyses might also emphasize the interactional flexibility endemic to fields of cultural production.
If, in fact, some force exists between the social structure of class inequality and the practical activities of everyday life, then sociologists need a concept-be it toolkit, schema, or habitus 4 -to account for the rational and irrational constraints that shape social action. I hope that my conceptualization of habitus as rulelike, rather than lawlike, strikes an effective balance between structure and agency, even if Bourdieu himself was not always successful in this regard.
Bourdieu imagines that habitus shapes a cohesive set of practices in the form of hexis, "the political mythology realized, em-bodied, turned into a permanent disposition, a durable way of standing, speaking, walking and thereby of feeling and thinking" (Bourdieu 1991, 69-70) . If habitus can be imagined as a mode of memory and enframing, then hexis is its correspondence in practice, determined by a logic of permissions and prohibitions. The hexis of the swing field included what to wear and what to drink (i.e., cocktails rather than beer or wine); who can pick up the tab (and who cannot); where to practice and where to perform; disciplined modes of dancing, with gendered divisions of technique; and the language used to present (and repre-sent) these activities. In addition, it entailed a willingness to embrace a collective and ritualized set of leisure practices. The collective embrace of the concomitant classificatory schemes allowed these agents to claim a symbolic distance from the taste culture, through the construction (and reproduction) of the dialectical codes of expert/novice and authenticity/fabrication.
Bourdieu's theory accounts for an agent's entry into a field, as well as the rules and the reproductive forces of that field. The field represents a separate social universe, constituted by its own laws, independent of those of politics and the economy (Bourdieu 1993, 162) , and occupied by players in unequal positions (King 2000, 425) . Bourdieu suggests that one does not embark on the game by a conscious act, one is born into the game, with the game; and the relation of investment, illusio, investment, is made more total and unconditional by the fact that [the agent] is unaware of what it is. . . . Belief is thus an inherent part of belonging to a field. (Bourdieu 1990, 67) Bourdieu finds that each apparently spontaneous association of practice is shaped by investments of time and affect that often elude reflexivity. If the game within a field is constituted by descent and consent, then we would expect to find biographical parallels among the agents in this field, in terms of previous field activity and occupational choice. Entry into a given field is contingent upon the disposition for one game (and not for another), and disposition and hexis shape the agent's chance of acceptance as a legitimate player (Johnson 1993, 8) . For the agents of this study, the swing dance field included a "feel for the game" honed in marginal cultural practices. The rebellious attitudes of the punk field were readily transposed into the field of swing, for swing has been articulated to oppositional cultural politics in the past eight decades, which I outline in the following section.
In accordance with more recent articulations of Bourdieu's conceptual parameters (Lamont and Lareau 1988; McCall 1992) , I will use embodied cultural capital to conceptualize the enduring dispositions of the mind and body, including the cultural attitudes, preferences, and practices legitimated within a given field. For Bourdieu, too, capital is always subject to rates of conversion-cultural for economic or social, for example, to reveal how the apparently natural is fundamentally social and how subjects can profit from practical expression of dispositions. For these agents, practices of conversion are quite rare: Michael's situation is the exception, and as the father figure of the field, he presents a compelling case for understanding embodiment and modes of exchange.
Bourdieu's notions of value and enjoyment are constituted in slightly different forms in the swing dance field. According to Bourdieu (1993, 227) , in the triangular relationship of an agent, an art object, and another agent, either actor can affirm his competence through the deployment of appropriately descriptive language:
Since the work of art only exists as such to the extent that it is . . . deciphered, it goes without saying that the satisfaction attached to this perception-whether it be a matter of purely aesthetic enjoyment or . . . the effect of distinction-are only accessible to those who are disposed to appropriate them because they attribute a value to them . . . they can do this only if they have the means to appropriate them. (emphasis in original)
Unlike the literary or art field, with its network of "reading" bodies and beholden objects, this swing field was constituted by active and resting bodies, and these bodies were in turn subject to the distinctive, cultured gaze.
From Lindy Hop to the Mosh Pit?
A Genealogy of Swing
Bourdieu imagines that each field contains a set of objective relations, and in this case, the music itself maintains more than a mere vestige of its historical connotations. 5 Bourdieu characterizes rival cultural fields to be constituted relationally, noting that meaning is not intrinsic to a sovereign field:
Distinction and pretension, high culture and middle-brow culture . . . only exist through each other, and it is their relation . . . of their respective production apparatuses and clients which produces the value of culture. (Bourdieu 1984, 250) Cultural value is always dialectical, and classical music, for example, is esteemed only because other music is regarded as unworthy of equal regard. Changes in the valuation of different musical genres have been more rapid in the postmodern era (1973 to the present), but blues-based dance music-that is, swing, rockabilly, even punk rock-retains objective relations and historically articulated conditions that limit its canonization. The objective relations situate the agents' practice within the field, and these include beats per minute, percussive styles, and chorus-verse-chorus compositions in 4/4 time. These conditions have limited swing's historical articulations and have shaped the ways in which swing (and its variations) has made up the soundtracks of transgression. In turn, the agents of my study, in their construction of this cultural field, did not embrace swing as a matter of happenstance. In New York at this time, there was no indication that groups of postadolescent ex-punks were constructing analogous fields within the taste cultures of salsa, ballroom, or tango dancing. Unlike waltz music, which is in 3/4 time and has long been the province of the dominant classes, swing music-for example, Louis Jordan's "Choo Choo Ch'Boogie"-was celebrated by these agents in part because of its apparent resistance to canonization in, for example, Jazz at Lincoln Center productions. Below, I offer a selective genealogy of the cultural politics of swing and its progeny, with the caveat that a much longer piece could attend more diligently to the complex mediations of genre, era, and geography. I also provide a description of some of the key features of the dancing and sartorial codes of the contemporary swing dance taste culture.
The connections between uptown swing in the 1930s and downtown swing in the late 1990s include the jump blues of the late 1940s, rockabilly in the 1950s and 1960s, punk rock in the 1970s, and postpunk in the 1980s. Swing began in the dance halls of Harlem, constituting in part the urban consciousness of northern blacks. Likewise, white patrons found "exotic" leisure pleasures in black Harlem beginning in the 1920s, and in the 1930s, the audience at the Savoy was primarily white but typically mixed (Erenberg 1998, 48; Stowe 1994, 43) . 6 In those years, white bands and black patrons integrated previously segregated spaces. In 1937, African Americans caught Benny Goodman's stint at the Paramount in midtown, which was followed that winter by Charlie Barnett's debut at the Apollo-its first-ever white band. At the Savoy, the possibility of racial harmony met official resistance as late as 1943, when the city shut it down: the police claimed it was a matter of public health; Newsweek reported that the police had been trying to close the Savoy "on theory that this would remove a potential source of race trouble" (Erenberg 1998, 207) .
On the eastern side of the Atlantic, swing served as a point of resistance within and against the Third Reich, which in 1933 began eliminating American jazz from homeland airwaves. Under the stewardship of Joseph Goebbels, swing music was bleached of its blues inflections, recorded by German orchestras, and broadcast on Nazi radio (Bergmeier and Lotz 1997, 131) . A similar program was instituted in occupied Paris, where the sounds of American jazz were forbidden during German rule. As faith in the Third Reich began to wane domestically, Hitler Youth found an adversary in "Swing Youth": a largely middle-class insurgency that embraced Western decadence in the form of American music and fashion. In a letter to a fellow member of a Kiel swing club, one swing kid advised, Be a proper spokesman for Kiel, won't you? i.e., make sure you're really casual, singing or whistling English hits all the time, absolutely smashed and always surrounded by really amazing women. (Peukert 1987, 167) Likewise, as American troops advanced upon the French capital in August 1944, a couple in Saint-Germain-des-Prés turned their phonograph to the window and treated their neighbors to the cathartic sounds of Louis Armstrong's "Basin Street Blues" (Collins and Lapierre 1965, 257) .
The dance styles honed at the Savoy were modified to accompany jump blues, rhythm and blues, and eventually, rock'n'roll, and the new variations were equally subject to censure by Puritanical authority figures. Two decades later, the first wave of punk rock featured cover-song tributes to a handful of rockabilly and rhythm-and-blues musicians. Between 1977 and 1978, the Sex Pistols paid homage to Chuck Berry ("Johnny B. Goode") and Eddie Cochran ("C'mon Everybody"); the Clash honored Bobby Fuller ("I Fought the Law"); and the Ramones offered sped-up tributes to the Trashmen ("Surfin' Bird") and Bobby Freeman ("Do You Wanna Dance?"). 7 In the mid-1990s, in American urban centers, a swing taste culture emerged that had strong ties to the youth subculture of punk and postpunk (Vale and Wallace 1998) . By 1998, in urban centers across the country, swing nights and swing dance instruction were ever present and appealed mainly to a young, educated, and white clientele. Swing bands often included a lead singer, two or more horns (e.g., trumpet, trombone, and saxophone), guitar, bass, piano (on occasion), and drums. At the larger venues, dance floors would be packed with seventy dancers (or more); at the smaller clubs, where the dress code could be less formal (but still highly codified), ten to thirtyfive dancers may crowd around the bandstand. The most earnest agents donned attire homologous to the music: if the occasion were formal, suits and dresses evoked the swinging 1920s; if the occasion was more casual, men's shirts and women's skirts drew on U.S. sartorial codes of the 1950s.
The music itself is in standard or 4/4 time. At the introductory level, in East Coast swing, the beginning dancer uses four steps to cover six beats (the "rock-step"; see a video example at http://www.dancetutor.com/swingpre .htm). For the intermediate dancer, eight steps cover six beats (the shuffled rock-step). For the advanced dancer, seven to eight steps cover those same six beats in the "swing-out," in which the couple moves from the open, "handshake" position into a nearly pelvis-to-pelvis, "closed" position and then rotates along an imaginary axis back to the original, open position. With a one-hour lesson, and two to three hours of practice a week, most dancers move from the basic rock-step to variations of the swing-out within three months.
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The work of the male swing dancer (or "leader") has its homology with the jazz soloist: he (or she) must be able to execute a series of dance steps with his body while anticipating what steps to execute four bars from now, or the dancing will come to an uncomfortable halt. Much like grappling with the formal qualities of abstract expressionism, the embodiment of the swing dance step is a matter of discipline and, like museum competence, is most credible when expressed in an apparently natural guise.
Method
In October 1997, at the Charles McLean Dance Center in downtown Manhattan, I first made contact with the participants. During my September lesson at the dance center, I had noticed two things. First, a number of the women in my preintermediate class eschewed the fashion tyranny of black on black in favor of vintage dresses and, in some cases, vibrant displays of tattoos. Second, after the lesson, a group of the same women-along with male partners, many of whom also donned vintage clothing and conspicuous tattoos-marked off a space in the corner of the room to compare and practice steps on their own. With minor variation, these dancers included (listed roughly in order of importance, along with age and occupation, as of February 2000): Michael, thirty-three, bond trader; Karen, twenty-seven, grant project administrator; Ted, thirty-two, carpenter; Rebecca, twenty-eight, Broadway set designer; Louis, forty-seven, graphic designer; Molly, thirtyeight, fashion designer; David, thirty-eight, photographer; Trevor, thirtyfive, writer; Stacey, thirty, hospital administrator; Victoria, thirty-five, graphic design, advertising; Brad, twenty-seven, electrician and aspiring writer; and Clare, twenty-six, student and social worker.
I constructed this ethnography as an extended case study (Burawoy 1988, 6-10) to situate this field within the structures of political economy and consumption in the American metropolis. I selected interviews via snowball sampling, and I spoke extensively, in order, with Clare, Michael, Karen, Louis, Molly, and Rebecca. I conducted interviews with the help of a tape recorder, and I transcribed the tapes myself. Only with Clare did I conduct the interview over the phone, and I kept notes by hand as we spoke.
Participant observation ranged from simple, outside viewing-for which I would sit away from the group in a bar or club, recording observations-to inclusion, where, upon invitation, I would dance, chat, and drink with members of the group. From November 1997 to December 1998, I observed, "hung out," and spoke casually with different subjects once to three times a week. From January 1999 to February 2000, I observed and spoke with 94 Journal of Contemporary Ethnography members of the group on a biweekly basis. Most contact took place at the Charles McLean Dance Center, where introductory, intermediate, and advanced classes for swing dance instruction filled with hundreds of college students and young professionals alike, mostly age twenty-six to thirtyeight, each and every month. Sites for observation and interaction also included the Palace Café, a casual barbecue-and-cocktails joint with a small dance floor in the back, frequented on Mondays and Wednesdays; the 365 Club, a bar downtown atop one of the city's skyscrapers, frequented on Fridays, sometimes on Saturdays, often as a prelude to a taxi ride uptown to the Rockaway Ballroom, an upscale supper club with dancing for the twentyand thirty-something crowd starting at midnight; and the Blue Bar, a midtown bar with live swing bands, frequented on Friday and Saturday nights, as a midtown alternative to the 365 Club. Most observations took place at the dance center or the Palace Café. Herein, I focus on a Friday night spent at the 365 Club, in January 1998. On this night, the agents were dressed in semiformal attire (with one exception), and Michael and Ted offered a distinctive exercise in sartorial privilege. Unlike the dance center, where the dance floor was appropriate for practicing a step and actually executing a step, club dance floors were used almost exclusively for dancing as performance.
Swing and the Logic of Practice
The windows of the 365 Club framed an impressive panorama of the Jersey shore to the west and Staten Island to the south. The 365 Club served the suit-and-tie financiers of the building's lower floors, especially close to six o'clock, and for gentlemen, jackets were required. Its modern décor included blonde and cherry woods, copper banisters, high-back chairs, and white tablecloths.
I arrived close to 10 p.m. and made my way to the bar. There, I met Michael, who offered a "hello," a handshake, and to buy me something to drink. As he handed me my cocktail, he said, "We're over here." Rebecca, Stacey (Michael's girlfriend), Trevor, Ted, and Karen were present. Karen had just walked in, and she had her hair tucked into a knit net, which everybody commented on favorably. Brad arrived soon thereafter, wearing a button-up shirt, contemporary sport jacket, and dress slacks, with neither tie nor accessories. Stealthily, to Ted, Brad said, "I feel so underdressed tonight." Ted, who was wearing a pin-striped, double-breasted suit, starched white shirt, bold silk tie, and lug-sole, spectator shoes, replied, "Oh, don't worry about it." And yet, given this crowd, he certainly should worry about it. Over "There seems to be a connection between punk, hardcore, rockabilly, and swing," I said.
"Yeah," he said, looking from Trevor to Michael. "I had no idea these guys liked swing."
Prior to our own dancing, we watched Jason, a member of the Downtown Lindy Hoppers, and his dance steps were dazzling. For this crowd, however, just dancing was not good enough. Ted looked to Michael and said, "Do you see this?" motioning toward the dance floor, shaking his head in disappointment.
"Clips," said Michael, referring to Jason's use of clip suspenders to hold up his pants.
"Big faux pas," Ted added. I turned to Rebecca. "I understand the problem with clip suspenders, but I'd be willing to cut this a guy break. He can really dance." She nodded unconvincingly in polite agreement.
I then looked to Ted, and he said, "Doesn't matter." I then turned to Michael: "But don't you follow the general rule that you never dress better than you can dance?" "No way," Michael replied. "I've been dressing long before I could dance. There's no excuse not to dress." That night, as they did every night, they dressed well. Michael wore a black suit with white shirt and a vibrant, vintage tie. Both Michael and Ted wore button suspenders.
Shortly thereafter, Ted added, "Plus, he's not even wearing a belt." "Does he have to wear suspenders and a belt?" I asked.
Ted leaned back, looked at me quizzically, and motioned for Michael to come near. "This guy wants to know if it's okay to wear suspenders without a belt." "You can," Michael said, "but I wouldn't recommend it." In between the second and third set, I followed Michael to the bar, where he tipped $4 on an $8 whiskey soda. He then said something to another bartender, which I did not quite hear, and neither did she. She then cupped her hand to her ear, and he repeated, fairly loudly, "You look beautiful tonight." She flashed a broad smile in return and replied, "Thank you." I turned to face Michael, and he said, "Whew," tilting and shaking his head, side to side. I was struck by this gesture of decency: it was sincere, without dripping sincerity. It was complimentary but not awkward. He is good, here in his element. I 96 Journal of Contemporary Ethnography turned to him to let him know that I was prepared to buy the next round of drinks, and he shook his head, waved his hand dismissively, and assured me that he knew all the bartenders here.
That night, the dancing was intermittent at first, as it usually was, when they anticipated up to four more sets of dancing at the Rockaway. Neither Rebecca nor Karen asked the guys to dance, and while this prohibition was not steadfast, it was less violable the more formal the occasion.
There was considerably more dancing during the last set. Michael danced quite a bit with Rebecca and then with Karen too. When dancing with Michael, Rebecca and Karen demonstrated considerable verve on swingouts and intermediate variations of the Charleston, smiling, adding the flourish of an upturned wrist twist and a "mule kick" straight back on the next rotation.
Ted, still, would not let the issue of the clip suspenders rest. "You know, that guy's pants are showing the Dockers label on the back. I've got a pair of Dockers dress pants, but they don't have a label on the outside." I asked, "Why, because you don't pimp for anybody?" "Right." For Dan, it was a fundamental rule of dressing well. Dressing comprised the representation of taste not advertising. All labels were discreet, and for people who wear mostly vintage garb, almost all labels were limited to interior seams and linings. At stake was the quality of being different, which was about having something nobody else has rather than something manufactured en masse (McRobbie 1994) . Later, I noticed that Ted was wearing a black belt with his white and brown Dr. Martens shoes, and I mentioned it.
"Okay, you've got me on that one," he said. "I was counting on low lighting tonight. I told Michael when I got to his place tonight, 'Oh, man, I don't have my brown belt.'" Michael nodded and said, "And trust me. He's not going to fit in one of my brown belts." Then, Michael turned his attention to my sartorial assembly. "But you've got a black belt with black and white shoes." My shoes were black and white oxfords. "Yeah, so?" I replied, nearly confident that this pairing fell within the bounds of general sartorial rules.
"Well," he said, "You've got a black belt with a brown shirt," looking at me as if to ask why I did not understand the problem. He paused, and then turned his hands over as if to say, "Well?" "Hey, your belt is about matching your shoes, not necessarily your shirt," I suggested defensively. This point was left unelaborated and, in its unresolved state, suggested that if there was doubt on my part, then that is the crime-if you cannot walk in with brimming confidence and absolute assurance, then maybe you should not dress the part.
I felt uneasy and offered, "Hey, I'm not really so concerned," pointing at Ted's belt, "but Ted did point out the clip suspenders in the first place." "Well," Michael said, "If you can't take your pants down to your dry cleaner's to get the buttons sewn on, if you can't get your girlfriend to sew them on, or if you can't do it yourself, then don't even bother."
Mapping the Relations: From Habitus to Lindy Hop
In this section, I will provide a brief analysis of the encounter above and use Bourdieu (1984) to give shape to the biographical trajectories of Louis, Michael, Karen, and Rebecca. I will, in turn, outline how class and habitus served as determinate forces in the formation of adolescent social circles, the agents' occupational choices, and the production of the swing field.
At the 365, the agents demonstrated the disposition and hexis of the swing dance field (with Brad in the role of neophyte). The dancing reflected months of disciplined repetition, and on the dance floor itself, the emphasis was on performance rather than practice. Only afterward, while waiting for the elevators, did the agents indicate the constructed quality of the dancing, by demonstrating their lack of mastery of the Suzy-Q step. Likewise, the sartorial practice and critique were quite serious, and both adhered to a disciplined set of rules. Ted also confirmed the connections between the punk and swing fields and suggested that there was some connection to the class backgrounds of Michael and himself: "He's old-school Italian from Queens, and I'm oldschool Italian from Brooklyn!"
As Bourdieu (1984) notes, an agent's biographical trajectory emerges within the constraints of family habitus and mainstream culture. For these dancers, habitual inclinations were worked through in high school and after, including college, if attended. At different ages, these agents matched their subjective aspirations with the objective probabilities (Bourdieu 1990, 54) of the spaces and practices of the high school as a normative field and established affiliation with youth subcultures (primarily punk). Herein, they honed the "durable transposable dispositions" later employed as swing dancers. The trajectory, too, informed consequent baccalaureate studies (if pursued) and, in turn, occupational opportunities. Other than Victoria, each agent worked in a job that was not subject to unpredictable and considerable overtime and, therefore, allowed for ritualized leisure pursuits.
I focus here on the biographical trajectories of Louis, Michael, Karen, and Rebecca, whose collective biographies cover the pertinent objective and subjective conditions shared by these swing dancers. Louis and Rebecca nearly 98 Journal of Contemporary Ethnography spanned the age range of this group, and both Louis and Michael grew up in working-class families in Queens. Karen and Rebecca were raised middle class in upstate New York and New Jersey, respectively, and attended liberal arts colleges in the tristate area. Michael earned his college degree at a public university in the city, and Louis worked odd jobs out of high school before establishing his craft as a graphic designer.
Louis and I met close to 10 p.m. at the shop of Molly, his girlfriend, in a hip section of a once Jewish, now Hispanic, downtown neighborhood. Molly's storefront, where she designed and crafted a line of leather clothing, fronted her cozy apartment, where Louis poured me a glass of apple juice as we sat down. With his baseball cap, T-shirt, and jeans, Louis, at age forty-five, retained the striking good looks of the young Joe DiMaggio. He recalled his Queens adolescence with considerable ambivalence, embarrassed by the prospect that he discovered quite late the egalitarian culture of downtown Manhattan in the 1970s. Upon graduation, Louis secured physical labor during the day, and he worked on his guitar skills at night. In the mid-1970s, Louis followed the punk scene emerging around Coney Island High, Max's Kansas City, and CBGB's. Louis explained how Music in the sixties and seventies was a distant, business-like thing. The punk scene was up close and scaled down and . . . I looked at it almost like an electric folk music. . . . It wasn't just nasty and brash. It was also very style-oriented toward urban living. . . . I consider it a very urban music. Especially the way the urban areas were back in the seventies and eighties.
Michael, likewise, embraced the downtown music scene of Manhattan, playing in punk bands in his early twenties and, on occasion, opening for Louis's band. Upon high school graduation, Michael took a job, like his father, in a sheet metal shop and continued to frequent and play in punk clubs downtown at night.
For Karen, her trajectory was unmistakably shaped by her parents' politics as Baptist ministers. 8 When she was nine years old, during Reagan's presidency, her parents were deeply involved in the sanctuary church movement.
That was a whole movement in churches in the American Baptist denomination to vote whether or not they were going to be a sanctuary church. And people-I mean-churches would fight about it, and people left. . . . I remember that well.
Her church served as a sanctuary church, and she was acquainted with some of the political refugees who sought asylum there. Those same years, following her parents' lead, Karen participated in church-based demonstrations against nuclear arms proliferation.
During her adolescence, Karen established an oblique relation to the popular girls in high school, rejecting early on the tyranny of the normative crowd.
I did field hockey, which was a weird thing to do. All the popular girls . . . played soccer, and I learned Spanish because all the [other] girls learned French. And I learned how to play drums because none of the other girls were playing drums . . . so ever since I was little, I kind of did my own thing.
The politics of fashion also became a big part of Karen's identity. Fashion was central to swing and formally akin to the aesthetic of alternative or punk, for both included the music and aesthetics of rockabilly within their pedigrees. When I asked if she did anything else in high school that singled her out, Karen told me, I definitely, I mean, it's kind of like the swing phase: I dressed weird. I wore vintage dresses, sac dresses, like farm dresses. House dresses with sweat stains and Doc Martens. That was my look for awhile, earlier in high school. And it horrified my mother. She couldn't stand it. She would pay me money . . . we never . . . got money for grades or anything, but she definitely offered a couple times to pay me not to wear different things.
In the early 1990s, Dr. Martens boots were still heavy with signifying value: Dr. Martens were the boot of choice in the first generation of punk, and for a long while, girls-especially good girls-did not wear Dr. Martens (McRobbie 1994) . Like the punk rocker or the Rastafarian whose disdain for the symbolic boundaries of fashion produced new, disruptive sartorial styles (Hebdige 1979) , Karen deployed the requisite disposition to situate herself as Other in relation to the (imagined) distaste of her parents and her peers.
Rebecca, too, was drawn to the expressive arts at an early age and to the allure of punk in high school. As a young girl, Rebecca recalled, she learned to paint by example, as she watched and eventually worked at her mother's side: "I grew up watching my Mom paint. While she painted horses, I painted the cats. Me next to her with my little easel. It was something I wanted to do." Rebecca recounted the discordance between her family's modest means and those of her neighbors in their affluent New Jersey suburb: "These kids were bred to be well dressed from day one." She struggled to fit in until the summer before her sophomore year, when she was on the receiving end of a wrong number. Dennis, the caller, mistook her exhaustion for drunkenness and was convinced that Rebecca was the younger sibling of the person he was trying to reach. Once they sorted out the mistake, Dennis's intrigue was piqued, and he called her back the next night, and the night after that. Through Dennis's punk friends, Rebecca found the affinity necessary to abandon her miserable attempt to fit in with the popular clique: "After that phone call, I just went wild. I didn't need to play rich kid anymore. . . . I shaved my head . . . [and] we mostly talked about what color we would dye our hair next." They spent time hanging out, "in parents'basements, cemeteries, diners-a little attitude, perhaps . . . mostly good suburban kids. There were a couple of troublemakers." The field of punk allowed her considerably more expressivity in her adolescence and served as the basis for entry into the swing field once she moved to Manhattan.
Two years after high school graduation, Michael's trajectory took an odd detour. He had established himself as a card-carrying union member in his trade and happened upon the movie Trading Places. In the movie, Dan Aykroyd plays a bond trader, and Eddie Murphy plays a homeless vagrant, and by the initiative of two senior partners of Aykroyd's firm, the two trade places. The movie portrays the life of a trader to be competitive, high-energy, and financially rewarding. "After seeing that, I knew exactly what I wanted to do," he told me. He quickly enrolled in Baruch College and started trading bonds four years later.
Michael resisted discussing the nature of his work but did offer two telling comments. First, when I asked him about where he would shop if money were not an object, he told me, "Money isn't an object." I asked him to clarify, and he replied sharply, "Money shouldn't be an object." Again, I pressed him, but he refused to elaborate. Second, regarding his work, he said, "It's not work so much that gets me stressed out; it's everything else that does." Michael's perspective on his work life was aberrant in the group, as the other agents I interviewed spoke freely about how closely they identified with their occupational choices (or aspirations, in Clare's and Karen's case).
Karen, while still in high school, recognized her calling in the written word, finding strength in political essays. She spoke of writing as "an act of courage," and when I asked her to be more specific, she said, Doane / The Habitus of Dancing 101
[Writing involves] putting yourself out there, and it's like if you don't try, you can't fail, which, is stupid, because you're failing because you're not writing. But [pause] I don't know. It's an act of courage because you're attempting to make a stab at something that's so big and [pause] it's so much more than who you are.
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Early on, writing served Karen well, beginning with the high school newspaper and yearbook and then as an English major at Vassar.
After graduation, she worked a summer at a poetry workshop and then landed a job distributing awards to artists and writers in American high schools. Karen found the latter unfulfilling, and she anticipated taking a new job in the near future. She had plans to be an educator, but she did not know in what capacity.
I don't see myself in a traditional classroom. I don't see myself as Miss English teacher. I don't know why that's scary. . . . Maybe I'm afraid I can't do it. I find that when I'm afraid of something, it means it's important to me.
Karen's reflexivity reflected the tenor of her upbringing, her mother's decision to challenge the gender prejudices of the seminary, and her capacity to grapple with her fears. Like Louis and Rebecca, a line of continuity connects Karen's politics as a daughter of political ministers to high school journalism-from her status as high school Other to her college major, her occupational aspirations, and the swing dance field.
Rebecca's interest in art continued through high school, but she realized, "I didn't want to be starving all the time. My mom planted the idea that being a designer was one way to translate my skills in the working world." At college, Rebecca "lived and breathed theater life," and following graduation, she moved to Hoboken, New Jersey, and then to New York City. In spring 1997, Rebecca recalled, she entered the Palace Café, looking for dinner and entertainment. She was so taken with the dancing, she told me, "I started lessons the next day." In her intermediate class, she noticed Michael and sized him up: "'Oh boy . . . look at this tough guy,' old school manners and morals." They met and got along, and Rebecca and Karen soon started hanging out 102 Journal of Contemporary Ethnography with Michael, Louis, and others on a regular basis. Rebecca noted that Michael took it upon himself to be the father figure . . . anytime a new guy comes into the circle, Michael would take him shopping, the hat shop, show him where to buy his pants. . . . I don't think things would have stayed as close as they did if it hadn't been for Michael.
Karen concurred, speaking fondly-if ambivalently-about Michael's role as benefactor and paterfamilias. When I asked her about the finances of dancing, and taxi fares in particular, she said, Karen was politically astute, and the connection between her tolerance of "old-school manners" and the fact that Michael's salary was possibly four times her own cannot be easily discounted. When I asked her if she was comfortable with this arrangement, she told me, "Um, no. I'm like [pause] I don't think I mind so much, but it's [pause] I mean, it's nice. It's definitely something I'm not used to." She proceeded to tell me that she and Michael are good pals and that they were always "taking the piss out of each other." In the scene noted above, Michael was making fun of the Suzy-Q step, chanting, "Step, step, step: Walk like a jerk-off"; well within earshot, Karen noted, "Yeah, well, Michael thinks everything is stupid until he learns it, and then it becomes cool." Rebecca's position on Michael's disposition was considerably less measured. Early on, Rebecca realized, "It was apparent to me that I couldn't play his little doll. We have a good relationship. We just don't let it get too personal." The health of their relationship in part arose from the avoidance of taboo topics, including how the personal was so politically charged.
Within this field, the relations between trajectory, disposition, and field were atypical in Michael's case. His embrace of the working-class habitus seemingly shaped his entry in the punk music scene and his initial occupational choice too. As Bourdieu notes, however, trajectories are shaped not at birth but in practice, and Trading Places ruptured Michael's habitus and, in part, enabled him to serve in due course as the patron of this group of swing dancers. Michael was comfortable, however, with the contradictions of his life as a Wall Street trader and a punk rock singer. When I asked him about the Doane / The Habitus of Dancing 103 politics of punk, he assured me that for him, "It was never about politics. I've been a lifelong Republican." Louis, however, had made a different set of choices, and he was not completely comfortable with the way Michael's spending habits shaped the performance of masculinity within the field.
Well, Michael likes . . . to make a real like night of it. Michael's . . . into it very much. He likes to dress up, go out to dinner, then hit a club or two, and kill some time.
So we go out sometimes to Antonio's, this little Italian place, and load up on some pasta before we go out-a little too heavy for my liking, actually . . . it's sort of like just make a night of it each time. Because you've got to have something to do that night. And certain nights we go to certain places.
Also a bit heavy for Louis's liking was Michael's role as benefactor. Louis was a man of modest means: $40,000 a year after costs, he figured: "I do all right. I'm not rich. I do okay. You know, I don't have a family or anything, no kids or anything, so I have disposable income."
With reference to his freelance work, Louis told me how, with the absence of a nine-to-five structure, "You have a lot of freedom, and you lose some of the things you get when you hold down a full-time job." What was lost was health care, job security, a 401K plan, and unlike Michael, the ability to pick up the tab. However, his social capital in the punk scene carried over into the swing scene, for many clubs that hosted punk bands also hosted swing bands.
So, just like in the hardcore era . . . I don't really pay to get into a lot of clubs. People know me from playing there, and they just walk me in the door. Which means I can go to a different club on almost every night, be treated pretty decently, and help things along. That's the way I can do this swing thing. . . . And I am finding out that I'm disliking the crowded expensive ballrooms now and going for like the smaller places that give you a jukebox.
For Michael, too, contrary to his disavowal above, the work site for him was just about the only space not infused with the principles of the swing field. Michael's embrace of the swing habitus was nearly total and, above all, serious. As Rebecca recalled, Michael was part of this whole group of guys who hardly left the house without a forties [style] suit on. . . . These guys were always in character. They drive out to these car shows in Brooklyn with their wife-beaters [T-shirts] on.
Michael indicated to me, in fact, that he planned to acquire a fitted suit from Davide, a downtown shop that specialized in zoot suits, ranging from $1,300 to $2,000 a suit. Like Riles, a dance instructor and performer who designed baggy swing pants for his friends, and occasionally hung out with Michael and company, Michael bought himself a prewar automobile, too, according to Rebecca-who, with considerable amusement, spoofed Michael's effort to convince his girlfriend to assume the good-housewife duty of making his sandwiches each morning: "Yeah, [Stacey,] I could make 'em, but they just don't taste as good as when you make 'em." For measure, Rebecca noted, "Karen and I are not suitable [19] 40s' mates for these guys." She then added, "I don't know if I want him to read [this] . . . actually, it might do him good . . . he really doesn't have a sense of humor about himself."
As I learned firsthand, Michael's commitment to the swing hexis was serious, indeed. We met one night for a cocktail at Jane's, a downtown art deco bar. Upon arrival, he ordered, "A Beefeater Martini. Three olives. Very dry." He tended to the bill, and as before, splitting the tab was not an option. As we put on our coats, he thanked the bartender, nodded to her, and held the door for me as we left. We walked three blocks north to the dance center, and upon entering, Michael held the door for the women who entered as we did and for the guys there as well. And with Michael, it seems, it was not simply about holding open the door. Michael took charge. As Rebecca noted, "I've been in awe, sometimes, watching him do his spiel [that is, routine] for somebody. . . . I just stand back and think, 'This guy is just amazing.'" Rather than feeling that we were together, I felt as if I were in his presence. Even as I tried to maintain an ethnographer's distance, to take it all in, at his side, I am eclipsed. The egalitarian chivalry that I typically demonstrate slipped away from me at Michael's side.
Forms of Capital and Field Homologies
In this section, I consider the economic dimension of the swing field and explore how Michael and the other agents made sense of Michael's role as swing-dancing alpha male. Likewise, I explore the correspondence between class and taste and examine the homologous features between the fields of punk and swing.
The economic and cultural reproduction of the field was a particularly serious endeavor for Michael. He worked diligently to maintain the agents' commitment to the field, by way of his organizing their getting together in regular, ritualized form. As Michael noted, when I asked him about his job, Doane / The Habitus of Dancing 105 "It's not work so much that gets me stressed out; it's everything else that does." While the other agents simply deployed their "feel for the game" established in marginal cultural fields years before, Michael's legitimacy as the paterfamilias of this swing field was contingent upon his continued presence in the punk field. As the proverbial alpha male, Michael's disposition embodied one of the key principles of masculinity: its need "to be proved, and no sooner is it proved that it is again questioned and must be proved again" (Kimmel 1996, 164 ). As noted above, Karen and Rebecca deployed different strategies to ease the tension caused by Michael's gendered disposition. There was deferral, pragmatic rationalization ("cab fare to midtown is nothing to Michael"), and sarcastic asides, as in the Suzy-Q example. Most important, Karen and Rebecca were able to brook Michael's "old-school manners" and economic subsidy of the field in part because he was not simply a bond trader per se. Michael's continued renewal of cultural capital within the field of punk allowed him to assume the paternal role of "sugar daddy" in the field of swing. Put another way, his continued accumulation of cultural capital in the field of punk provided him with the cultural capital necessary to gain the sanction of these agents to underwrite the swing field with his economic capital. It is difficult to imagine Dan, Trevor, or Louis, especially, giving approval to Michael's use of cash to constitute the field without his capacity to "cash in" on his active credentials in the punk field.
The swing field was, of course, constituted by much more than Michael's individual efforts and coincides with Bourdieu's (1990, 54) characterization of the mechanisms that reproduce the homologies between class and taste.
If a very close correlation is regularly observed between the scientifically constructed objective probabilities (for example, the chances of access to a particular good) and agents' subjective aspirations ("motivations" and "needs"), this is not because agents consciously adjust their aspirations to an exact evaluation of their chances of success, like a gambler organizing his stakes on the basis of perfect information about his chances of winning.
The class location of these agents was either working class or the politicized ranks of the middle class, and it informed their "feel for the game," as well as their occupational opportunities and choices. As Aronowitz (1975) notes, class position is more relation than empirical fact, and with these agents, none of their backgrounds was shaped by a high volume of economic capital-that is, upper-middle class or above. Hence, the importance of class proximity and the primacy of relations in the Bourdieuian framework, as the white-collar, working-class occupations for Karen and Rebecca, and for Clare, eventually, did not limit their participation in the field of swing. Put another way, none of the agents in this working-class leisure field descended from an upper-middle-class family habitus. Their respective habitual dispositions, in other words, were limited in their transposability.
The embodied cultural capital of punk found a close homology in the swing field. Within various punk fields, difference was (and remains) part and parcel to the presentation of self, as was the do-it-yourself ethic. The sartorial bricolage of Hebdige's (1979) punks affirmed a relative autonomy from mass consumption, and in this study, the vintage shops, consignment shops, and Salvation Army shops in New York City allowed the agents of modest means-especially those with the free time of a student or a writerto avoid the price of a new vintage suit and, instead, to invest the time necessary to find an affordable, old vintage suit. Such a suit had distinctive exchange value in the economy of embodied cultural capital. Much like Marx's (1867 Marx's ( /1977 coat, the relative form of value of a vintage suit, compared to an off-the-rack purchase, was constituted by the craft labor time of shopping. Just as the corsets of the women of Veblen's (1899 Veblen's ( /1994 ) era represented the owners' distance from the realm of necessity, the one-of-a-kind jacket or dress represented an index of the agent's free time and her relative distance from the instrumental rationality of the factory society (Hardt and Negri 1997) -in which the work hours of many upwardly mobile, white-collar workers in New York City were subject to the whim of the firm's partners or the round-the-clock demands of anxious clients. Hard-to-find accessories included seam stockings, as Rebecca explained. When I asked about the sartorial vigilance, she noted how many women in the group dressed to a type, "down to their seam stockings." Somewhere, she noted, these women found "'dead stock,' stuff that's never been worn before. So these girls would find that stuff, [favoring] the garter stockings with the seam down the back."
Habitus, as a class-constrained, familial-based force, played a fundamental role for Karen and Rebecca in their situations at high school, and for Louis, too, after graduation. Through the cultural politics of their parents, Karen and Rebecca recognized themselves as Other to the normative self in high school and-like other agents-recognized the importance of work as craft with significant intrinsic meaning rather than merely end-oriented activity. This shared, critical quality of habitus was fundamental in their inclusion in this swing field, which reconfigured the ethic and aesthetic of punk for extension into early adulthood and, likewise, for distinction within the swing taste culture. The critical quality was especially pervasive for Louis. The notion of craft informed his reflexivity on his work as a graphic designer (and a musician), as well as swing dancing in his leisure time. In his day job, Louis imagined himself to be a classic craftsman, a productive worker who sees a job through from conception to completion.
I don't consider myself an artist in the true sense, like people who open galleries and that sort. I was basically just a craftsman, applying my craft and making a living. I like to be a bit of a blue-collar type in that way. Rather than an elite artist type, I was always just doing my work and being that way about it.
With the music, too, Louis understood punk as craft, akin to jazz in the era of bebop, in terms of its initially marginalized cultural status.
When you look at jazz, it was done in small little clubs, it was outcast. It was considered too outrageous and extreme, and . . . fifty years later you find out it's a true piece of American art. . . . And the reason-American art is folk art, folk music, because it's just made up of people who aren't Julliard graduates. These are people with just local talent who want to be just like, make their local music. And they also want to put the mark of their era on that music, as opposed to like . . . I don't want to be in a swing band, because I don't want to reinvent something that's already been done. . . . All the music-this is music created off the street and in small talking clubs and time will show that it was really worth something.
Here, Louis's narrative of punk and jazz emphasizes the critical distance of these cultural fields from the machinations of mass culture (Becker 1963) and coincides with my genealogy above. The authenticity/fabrication dialectic was particularly central to Louis's identity, and swing did not quite reach a level of popularity associated with an uncritical mass audience. For Louis, the organizing principles of habitus included the securing of authenticity (with all its problematic implications), the valorization of the popular aesthetic, and his affirmation of the continuity between the field of work and the field of leisure-although his capacity to offer a formal narration of these activities defies Bourdieu's vision of working-class immediacy. With few exceptions, these agents embraced a craft ethic at work, in which there was a limited division of labor, in the occupations of set design, fashion design, photography, writing, and social work. For Louis, neither the graphic design, the music performance, nor the dancing was about artistry; instead, the hexis for each was active and activating, unlike the practices of either the critical reflection of Bourdieu's distinctive pleasures or the sedentary reading of consumer culture.
Likewise, for Ted, Trevor, and Michael (his protests notwithstanding), their involvement in the field of punk had political connotations. Music performance in the hardcore or postpunk scene represented an alternative to the monotonous egoism of consumer culture (Durkheim 1899). As noted above, Michael certainly represented an unlikely savior, given the postmodern, Jekyll-and-Hyde quality of his status as trader by day, punk singer by night.
